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This article by Prof Garralda is the second PDA article:

Pathological demand avoidance syndrome: a necessary distinction wit…
A proposal is made to recognise pathological demand avoidance syndrome (PDA)
as a separate entity within the pervasive developmental disorders, instead of being
classed under “pervasive developmental…
https://adc.bmj.com/content/88/7/595.responses

The more I read it, the more I think it should have been
referenced in early PDA literature. I have referenced more
times than Christie and O'Nions, combined in print...
Important aspects include:
- Aspects of PDA are hard to measure, e.g. "sense of identity, price and shame".
- Various possible comorbids e.g. ODD, ADHD, social anxiety disorder and
precursors for schizotypal personality disorder.
- That PDA can cause confusion for stakeholders.
- Newson did not establish the validity i.e. specificity of PDA, i.e. she lacked the
evidence to say PDA was exclusive to autistic persons and therefore could not claim
PDA is an autism subtype.
If Garralda's article was referenced more in early PDA scholarship, in would arguably
have prevented the premature community of practice around "PDA as an ASD
narrative".
Sorry *Newson did not establish the validity and specificity of PDA*
For example, it is harder to justify doing research like this, which aims to make PDA a
"meaningful subgroup" if one acknowledges there is not enough evidence to view
PDA as an autism subtype:

Identifying features of ‘pathological demand avoidance’ us
The term ‘pathological demand avoidance’ (PDA) was coined by Elizabeth Newson
to describe children within the autism spectrum who exhibit obsessive resistance to
everyday demands and...
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s00787-015-0740-2

Especially, when PDA literature acknowledges PDA might be an attachment disorder
or personality disorder:
https://www.ingentaconnect.com/contentone/bild/gap/2007/00000008/0000000
1/art00002
Again attachment disorder:
https://thepsychologist.bps.org.uk/volume-29/january-2016/pda-there-anotherexplanation
PDA is a common condition & possibly something new:

Commentary: PDA – public display of affection or pathological deman…
Read the full article on doi: 10.1111/jcpp.12149
https://acamh.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/jcpp.12275

Again maybe PDA maybe a common condition upto a few % of human population:

Extreme (“pathological”) demand avoidance in autism: a gen
Research into Pathological Demand Avoidance (PDA), which has been suggested
to be a subgroup within the Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD), is almost nonexistent
in spite of the frequent reference to

in spite of the frequent reference to...
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007%2Fs00787-014-0647-3

Must also be said example's of non-autistic persons in research samples here:

Pathological Demand Avoidance in a population-based cohort of childr…
Childhood epilepsy is associated with a range of neurobehavioural comorbidities
including Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD), Autism Spec…
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0891422214003461?via%3Dihub

&
http://www.pdaresource.com/files/An%20examination%20of%20the%20behaviour
al%20features%20associated%20with%20PDA%20using%20a%20semistructured%20interview%20-%20Dr%20E%20O'Nions.pdf
O'Nions and Happé were authors in both papers.
Adds to the other questions around why that study was undertaken:

Thread by @Richard_Autism: So something that is giving me a headac…
Thread by @Richard_Autism: So something that is giving me a headache is that I
am unsure if 2 PDA studies are actually needed: This one:
link.springer.com/article/10.100… and this one: onlinelibrary.…
https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1263538843606712322.html

If one were to make a construct an ASD subtype:
-Extend definitions of autism to include new construct.
-Change the nature of the construct to conform to definitions of autism.
-Combination of the above.
It is worth questioning if this is happening to PDA.
So we know that Newson had an over inclusive definition of Pervasive Developmental
Disorder (PDD) as it included Specific Language Impairment. Also Newson did not

base PDA on the triad of impairment:

Thread by @Richard_Autism: Thread on weaknesses of Help4Psychol…
Thread by @Richard_Autism: Thread on weaknesses of Help4Psychology PDA
database: ingentaconnect.com/contentone/bil… From public information sourcthat
indicate it has severe limitations. The database …
https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1251878076465774592.html

Triad of impairment underpins modern autism diagnostic criteria (Attwood, 2015),
deficits in communication and social interaction and RRBIs:
https://www.aettraininghubs.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/1_So-whatexactly-is-autism.pdf
I know it has been collapsed down to a dyad:
https://www.autismspeaks.org/autism-diagnosis-criteria-dsm5#:~:text=Restricted%2C%20repetitive%20behaviors&text=Great%20distress%2Fdi
fficulty%20changing%20focus%20or%20action.&text=Marked%20deficits%20in%2
0verbal%20and,to%20social%20overtures%20from%20others.
Christie’s PDD definitions from his 2019 NAS PDA conference are:
Pervasive: suggests that the effects can be seen in all of a child’s development.
Developmental: Means that the disorder is present at birth, gradually becoming
apparent during the course of development (circular).
Disorders: Implies more than straightforward delay.
Argues PDA is an PDD as PDDs were relabelled as ASD.
https://www.aettraininghubs.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/5.2-strategiesfor-teaching-pupils-with-PDA.pdf
Worth noting there is not enough evidence to think PDA is specific to autistic persons
& thus, PDA is a PDD/ASD.

Pathological demand avoidance syndrome: a necessary distinction wit…
A proposal is made to recognise pathological demand avoidance syndrome (PDA)
as a separate entity within the pervasive developmental disorders, instead of being

classed under “pervasive developmental…
https://adc.bmj.com/content/88/7/595.responses

Christie’s definition of PDD seem overly inclusive to me, there is nothing in those
definitions that is particularly linked to the triad of impairment. This would be in line
with Newson’s definition of PDDs.
Furthermore, Christie’s views ADHD, dyslexia & dyspraxia as ASDs (Trundle et al,
2017p 16):
https://www.emerald.com/insight/content/doi/10.1108/JIDOB-07-20160013/full/html

ADHD, dyslexia & dyspraxia are not part of the autism spectrum.
Seems more to be a definition of Neurodevelopmental Disorders:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neurodevelopmental_disorder#:~:text=Neurodevelo
pmental%20disorders%20are%20a%20group,last%20for%20a%20person's%20lifeti
me.
Just claiming PDA is a PDD is not sufficient to say PDA is an autism profile, PDA
needs to conform to triad of impairment.
So it seems that Newson and Christie have both expanded the definitions of autism/
PDD to artificially include PDA.
It also seems that PDA has been changed to conform to autism understandings:

Thread by @Richard_Autism: Thread: So tonight I have been trying to …
Thread by @Richard_Autism: Thread: So tonight I have been trying to figure out
why the wording for DISCO items is different between @ONionsLirgCentre PDA
research. Yes, I emailed them to clarify why.…
https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1261049980929933313.html

&

Thread by @Richard_Autism: So something that is giving me a headac…
Thread by @Richard_Autism: So something that is giving me a headache is that I
am unsure if 2 PDA studies are actually needed: This one:
link.springer.com/article/10.100… and this one: onlinelibrary.…
https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1263538843606712322.html

So it seems for some PDA is turning into an autism subtype. This begs the question is
it deliberate?
Maybe:

Thread by @Richard_Autism: So I am googling PDA Development Gro…
Thread by @Richard_Autism: So I am googling PDA Development Group. All that
seems to come out of it is: that they think PDA is part of the autism ctrum, mainly
from their own (poor quality) research.…
https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1267774851772809216.html

Thread by @Richard_Autism: This article by Prof Garralda is the seco…
Thread by @Richard_Autism: This article by Prof Garralda is the second PDA
article: adc.bmj.com/content/88/7/5… The more I read it, the more Ihould have
been referenced in early PDA literature. I hav…
https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1270730156315947009.html?refreshed=yes
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